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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe an approach for developing an in-
telligent game master (GM) for computer role-playing games.
The role of the GM is to set up the game environment, man-
age the narrative flow and enforce the game rules whilst
keeping the players engaged. Our approach is to use the
popular Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model of agents to de-
veloping a GM.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.10 [Software Engineering]: Design—methodologies
Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
In recent years, computer games and interactive story-
telling research have been emphasising the need for a ra-
tional ‘coordination agent’ that orchestrates the behaviour
of several autonomous characters according to some high-
level, often plot-oriented, policy without taking direct con-
trol of all their actions. Examples of such a trend have been
narrative controllers or director agents in interactive story-
telling [2], AI directors in computer games [1] and, directly
inspired from real-life, game masters in a table-top or live-
action Role-Playing Game (RPG) [3].
A Game Master (GM) in table-top RPGs is a person in
charge of organising engaging game sessions for cooperative
multi-player experiences, usually in the range of 4-8 partic-
ipants. The GM describes the events taking place in the
game’s fictional world, she gives life to the characters pop-
ulating it, and then finally communicates the outcomes of
players’ decisions, enforcing any game rules as needed.
A table-top RPG game session is often regarded as an
emergent theatrical production where players take the role
of lead actors and the Game Master serves as the director
that provides stage, scenery and a flexible plot that adapts as
a result of the interaction between players and the fictional
game world. Examples of interaction between Game Mas-
ters and players abound in specialised press, game books,
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academic publications as well as dedicated web sites1 and
on-line gaming communities.
Our work contributes a solution to the design and imple-
mentation of an automated GM agent for computer role-
playing games. The GM agent will set up the game en-
vironment, manage the narrative flow in a flexible fashion
and it will enforce the game rules as needed while keeping
the players engaged. Such a GM agent will help address is-
sues in current computer role-playing games, which resort to
scripting every possible event in the game’s narrative. Not
only does this lead to a substantial increase in design and
programming time for the game [5], but it also reduces the
narrative flexibility, which will have a negative impact on
players’ engagement.
Our design uses the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model
of agents to flexibly pursue the goals of the plot. BDI
agents are designed and implemented using mental attitudes
such as beliefs, goals, plans and intentions [4]. The use of
such mental attitudes in software design allows developers to
break complex decisions into smaller, more intuitive compo-
nents. This technology is most useful when building systems
that operate in highly dynamic environments as it allows for
real-time online reasoning. The design of such systems al-
low incorporating alternatives strategies for achieving the
one task, thus enabling flexible and robust systems. These
traits, make BDI agent technology ideal for developing an
automated software GM.
2. DESIGNING A BDI GM AGENT
There are 3 main steps in designing a BDI based GM
agent: (i) Constructing a ‘game-flow’ diagram out of a sam-
ple game scenario; (ii) Constructing a ‘goal tree’ based on
the game-flow diagram; and (iii) Constructing the agent’s
detailed ‘goal-plan tree’ by adding plans, to achieve the iden-
tified goals, and additional sub-goals as appropriate.
(i)Constructing the game-flow diagram: The first step, is
to construct a game-flow diagram for the scenario. We be-
gin with an abstract diagram as shown in Figure 1, where in
order to Get inside the Hideout the player has to go through
two main stages: Gain Access To Hideout Door and Player
Opens Hideout Door. The game-flow diagrams for each of
them were subsequently developed and they are shown, re-
spectively, in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
(ii)Constructing the goal tree: In BDI agent design method-
ologies an initial task in the requirement analysis phase is to
1For instance, see http://www.darkshire.net/~jhkim/
rpg/whatis/tabletop.html.
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Figure 1: Game-flow diagram of the overall scenario.
identify the goals of the system. Each goal is decomposed
into sub-goals which are further refined, leading to a goal
tree structure. The second step to constructing our BDI
GM agent is to develop this goal tree structure2.
We do this by transferring all of the operation-steps in
the game-flow diagrams, developed as described above, to
goals. All operation steps connected by a decision node in
the game-flow diagrams become ‘OR’ connected sub-goals
in the goal tree, ‘AND’ connected subgoals otherwise.
(iii)Constructing the detailed goal-plan tree: In general when
designing a BDI agent system, after having identified the
goals of the system, the goals are assigned to roles which are
in turn assigned to agents. In this work, we are only con-
cerned with a single agent; the game master agent. Hence,
we avoid the need for detailing roles, and also inter-agent
components such as communication protocols.
All the goals of the system are therefore assigned to the
single GM agent. The next step is then to develop the inter-
nal details of the agent in terms of plan and subgoal struc-
tures to achieve the assigned goals.
We develop the detailed goal-plan tree using a two-phase
approach: (i) first, propagate all the goals from the goal tree
developed in the previous stage to an initial goal-plan tree
with appropriate plan structures, ensuring coverage of all
operation-steps from the game-flow diagrams; (ii) refine the
goal-plan tree to enhance run-time flexibility and robustness.
3. EVALUATION
We implemented a prototype GM for a particular scenario
of the Neverwinter Nights computer RPG. We used this pro-
totype to evaluate the effectiveness of our BDI-based GM
agent. The human participants that played both, the game
with the BDI GM and without, found that the BDI GM
provided greater replayability, flexibility, and clearer game
objectives. They also found the version with the BDI GM
more interesting overall and was the unanimous choice for fu-
ture play. The construction of the game-flow diagrams was
informed by observations made while playing the scenario
multiple times, as well as by excerpts of the game progres-
sion contained in the Neverwinter Nights Official Adventure
Guide.
4. CONCLUSION
As future work, we intend to investigate how to engineer
knowledge about different scenarios in such a way that the
GM can be more easily pluggable across many, without the
need for heavy modifications. Clearly, knowledge elicitation
is a crucial issue for the GM which we have not discussed in
this paper. We envisage that while some of the knowledge
could be generalised and will thus be domain-independent,
2In the Prometheus methodology this corresponds to the
goal-overview diagram.
Figure 2: Details of the Gain Access To Hideout Door
phase in the original scenario.
Figure 3: Details of the Player Opens Hideout Door
phase in the original scenario.
there will certainly be some dependency on the domain (sce-
nario). We would also consider incorporating knowledge
about the player into the GM, possibly learning player pref-
erences.
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